Abstract

Building on an asymmetric two-country general equilibrium model with heterogeneous firms, we investigate the impact of a unilateral environmental policy reform on emissions and income. Firms allocate labor to production tasks and abatement. Facing lower labor or emission costs abroad, the most productive firms offshore the emissions-intensive part of production. The offshoring decision’s environmental footprint is driven by differences in factor price ratios across countries. Raising the emission tax incentivizes more firms to offshore, affecting factor price ratios via general equilibrium channels, causing within-firm relocations and changes in firm composition. On aggregate, strong emission leakage towards the host country is induced. With high offshoring, emissions may rise globally, implying leakage greater than 100%. Offshoring also mitigates income losses associated to the tax increase. Implementing a BCA prevents emission leakage at the cost of income reductions.
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